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Abstract: In recent years, much research has been devoted to the prediction of the behaviour of certain 
stock markets; however few have explored the viability of prognostication through sentiment mined from public 
social corpora such as Twitter.  In fact, while public mood has traditionally been recognized as a key influencer in 
stock fluctuation, only a few models have been proposed describing its integration.  Given a rich corpus such as 
Twitter and its monotonically increasing nature, we propose a natural language processing support vector 
machine model to predict the binary movement of certain highly visible stock.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Predicting the fluctuation of the price of stock 
from public sentiment, while understood in theory, 
has not until recently been considered viable. With 
the advent of the modern computer, and the 
maturing of social media, there has been a 
paradigm shift. Historically, the domain of 
algorithmic trading has been concentrated on 
professional analysts and features relating to the 
market price time series.  However, recent research 
suggests the promising reliability and accuracy of 
leveraging social sentiment as a queue.  Albeit, the 
range of companies of which predictors may be 
learned on are limited to highly visible organizations 
with sufficient discourse on public forums. 

This limitation was illustrated by Bollen et Al in 
2011. They proposed a model that would predict the 
direction of movement in the Dow Jones Index 
based on Twitter Sentiment. They employed a 
hybrid regression model which resulted in an 
accuracy of 86.7% [1].  Alternative solutions 
typically use trivial samples without rigorous testing. 
Common approaches include sparse mood feature 
vectors and few training samples.  Furthermore, 
while the state of art research on this topic may 
appear in industry, they are not transparent.  As 
such, we propose a transparent, rigorous and well 
trained model to predict the behaviour of the stock 
market for a few highly visible companies. 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Given a corpus of social signals containing 
relevant information regarding public sentiment, 
what is an efficient and effective model to accurately 
predict the behavior of the stocks of certain 
companies?  Explicitly, we propose a NLP model for 
classifying the general public sentiment and 
subsequently, an SVM learner to predict whether 
the price of the stock will increase or decrease. 

 

 

3. MODEL OVERVIEW 

Next, we outline the primary components in our 
proposed model. 

 
Figure 1. Proposed Model 

We first extract sentiment features from our 
Twitter data and verify that it contains predictive 
information via the Granger Causality Test.  We 
then feed this data into a Radial Basis Support 
Vector Machine.  Finally, we iterate on our model by 
applying a parameter and feature selection 
optimization technique.  These steps form the 3 
principal layers of our model: 

1. Sentiment & Time Feature Extraction 
2. SVM-RBF Training 
3. Feature & Parameter Optimization 

  



4. FEATURES 

An inherent component to our model is 
extracting the general sentiment of a population 
regarding specific stocks.  We obtain a generalized 
set of social signals by querying Twitter for pertinent 
stock related search terms.  However, this is not 
sufficient.  In order to understand the nature of this 
set, we apply various NLP techniques.  The two 
primary ones consist of Google Profile of Moods 
(GPOMS) and a polarization extractor utilizing word 
lists.  This results in an 8 dimensional vector 
categorizing the various emotions in a tweet.   

 
Figure 2. GPOMS Result 

We apply these feature extractors on each 
individual tweet and extract time-series features to 
classify the general sentiment.  Features include: 

I. Mean Sentiment 
II. Sentiment Polarization 
III. Current Sentiment & Polarization 
IV. ARIMA Time-Series 
V. Spectral Coefficients 
VI. Covariance and Correlation 

5. RBF-SVM MODEL & OPTIMIZATION 

The features mentioned above are fed into the 
Radial Basis SVM Model, where the label for each 
input is the direction in which the stock moved the 
following day.  The parameters for our model 
consist of the RBF Spread, the permutation of 
features we input and the time window for which we 
extract the features from our data set.  As the 
parameter and feature space is fairly large, we 
transformed our problem into a minimization 
problem.  We employed particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) to search our parameter space for: 

(𝑟∗, 𝑓∗
𝑛

, 𝑡∗) ∈ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝐿𝑆(𝑟∗, 𝑓∗
𝑛

, 𝑡∗) +  𝜖} 

That is, we attempt to find the spread, feature 
set, and time window that minimizes the Rsquared 
value or error rate of our learner within some small 
bound < 0; the R squared value was calculated 
through stratified 10 fold cross validation. 

6. RESULTS 

We trained our model for 5 companies traded 
on the NASDAQ: GOOGL, AAPL, MSFT, YHOO, 

and TSLA.  These companies were selected due to 
the number of tweets they receive.  With a sample 
training set of approximately 800,000 tweets for 
each stock, we achieved a mean accuracy (10-
SCV) of 81.6%. 

Table 1. Predictor Accuracy 
Stock Accuracy 

GOOG 86.4% 

AAPL 83.2% 

MSFT 79.6% 

YHOO 74.5% 

TSLA 80.2% 

7. CONCLUSION AND IMPACT 

In conclusion, we proved the viability of stock 
prognostication from public sentiment.  Identified 
constraints include the visibility of the company and 
the ability to acquire data from public corpora.  Our 
model was able to predict with a mean accuracy of 
81.6% whether the subject stock would move up our 
down for the following day using a training window 
of 3 days.  By building our model using distributed 
and cloud technologies, we were able to efficiently 
optimize our model. Ultimately, this remains 
untested given the constraints of real world trading 
such as transaction fees and the presence of 
feedback loops and obstacles such as twitter 
manipulation.  However, we are confident that future 
research will be able to overcome these challenges.  
To this extent, we constructed a web interface for 
non-commercial experimentation and we intend to 
open source certain aspects of our model under the 
GNU License. 

 
Figure 3. Web Interface 
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